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Introduction
Thank you for your interest in 3 Deep’s
internship program. We have created
the program to provide an opportunity
for students and recent graduates to
get a foot in the door and experience
the inner workings of the one of the one
of the world’s leading creative agencies.
We take pride in our program and
provide our interns with real and
valuable experience in design,
branding and communications.

Who are 3 Deep?
If you don't know already, 3 Deep is a
branding, design and communication
agency. We create extraordinary brands
for extraordinary people.
Our relationship to branding and
communication started more than 15
years ago and ever since we have been
creating value and building demand
for our clients. In doing so we help our
clients navigate their markets, we direct
all creativity and ideas through strategic
planning and our process starts with
a focus on results rather than creative.

Where are you located?
Our head office in Melbourne is the
strategic and creative hub of our business.
Situated 6kms from the Central Business
District we benefit from the proximity and
engagement that our office has with the
cultural, artistic and business districts of
Melbourne.
Situated within an historic Cotton Mill,
the space reflects our interests in art,
design, architecture and fashion. Both
beautiful and functional, our space is
equipped with a full service kitchen,
a vast library and facilities that allow
our clients to work effectively when
away from their offices for extended
periods of time.
3 Deep has established an international
footprint that allows us to respond to
client needs and opportunities as they
unfold. Our New York office responds
to this by providing a destination to brief,
create, facilitate and develop. It is also
our launching pad into Europe and the
destination from which we develop and
deliver the bulk of our sensory branding
initiatives.
Our Melbourne office is located at;
35a/91 Moreland Street,
Footscray, Victoria 3011
Australia
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Can I undertake the program
at either location?
No. At present we only offer our intern
program at our Melbourne office.
What can I expect from the program?
3 Deep take pride in providing the
environment, the contacts, the
opportunities and the experience
in order for you to develop your
creative career.
Having been in practice for more than
15 years we understand what it takes
to succeed in doing something you love.
We also appreciate that it takes more
than a good folio to get recognised.
As such, 3 Deep are able to provide
you with the following opportunities;
– Networking opportunities
– Exposure to live projects
– Day to day support from our staff
– Folio development & critique
– Exposure to 3 Deep Principals
– Exposure to 3 Deep suppliers
– Written references

What areas of the business
are internships available?
At this stage internships are only available
within our communications department
working through creative related tasks.
What would I be required to do?
You would be required to undertake a
variety of creative and strategic work on
live projects. This may potentially involve
concept development and ideation, design
development or finished art, assist with
image making and/or production right
through to writing, communicating and
organising. You will need to be organised,
motivated and be able to manage a range
of tasks simultaneously.
Can I use the projects within my folio?
Provided we have approval from our client
and you have approval from our Creative
Director. You must also clearly articulate
your role on the project to those you are
presenting the work too.

How long are the placements for?
Placements are often focussed around
specific projects or requirements and last
anywhere between a two weeks to a three
months. They can be full time or part time
depending on your circumstance. We are
open to negotiating short term or long
term arrangements should the situation
work for both parties.
Will i be paid?
3 Deep doesn't offer financial renumeration
for internships but we do provide books
and objects on a regular basis in
recognition of your contribution.
When do applications open?
Applications open at 9.00am February
1st and close at 5.00pm on the 31st
April each year.
What do 3 Deep need to know?
It would be great to understand what you
are looking to achieve through undertaking
a placement and more about you and
your skill level. It will help us coordinate
responsibilities that best suit you and
what you are looking to achieve out
of your time with us.
Please refer to the application process on
the following page for more information.
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How do I apply?
The process for application is easy,
please collate and think thoughtfully
about the following information;
1. 1 x PDF of your current folio
2. 1 x PDF of your current CV
3. 1 x PDF of a written response
to the following questions.
4. Please send the 3 x completed PDF’s
to employment@3deep.com.au
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Questions for application
1. What times/days are you available for the placement?
2. What length of placement are you looking for?
3. When are you available to commence?
4. On a scale of 10, rate your digital skills in photoshop/indesign/illustrator/photography
5. Do you have your own computer?
6. Have you worked in a studio environment before?
7. What kind of projects are you interested in working on?
8. What kind of projects have you recently completed?
9. Are you currently undertaking an internship anywhere else?
10. Are you currently employed by another studio?
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How long will it take to get a response?
We will acknowledge the receipt of
your application within 48 hours.
Should you be selected for the program
you will be notified within 48 hours
following the closing date on 31st April.
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Further information
We hope the information contained within
this document is of assistance. Should
you require anything further please contact
or Melbourne office. We look forward to
receiving your application and helping you
develop a rewarding and creative career!
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